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TABLE 1: THORNTON POPULATION GROWTH RATE BY YEAR 

INTRODUCTION 

*An adjustment was made to the City’s total population in summer of 2011 after 2010 Census data was released. Population change prior to 

the adjustment was unaffected because internal quarterly housing and population reports were used to calculate total change. 

**The City’s quarterly estimating process has been adjusted to better align with third party population estimates produced by the US Census 

and the Colorado State Demographers office. To achieve this, staff has adjusted  tenure rates, occupancy rates, vacancy rates, average house-

hold sizes, and housing unit counts.  

1. Thornton’s Annual Population Growth  

The year end report is produced by the City of Thornton’s Policy Planning Division to provide expanded 

data and analysis on population, demographic, and housing trends over the past year as well as com-

parisons with previous years. In addition to internal data, such as certificates of occupancy (COs) and 

future development project information, U.S. Census data has been utilized for demographic compari-

sons with the greater Denver metropolitan area.  

In past year end reports, Section I baseline data was sourced from the US Census Bureau 3-year Ameri-

can Community Survey (ACS) estimates, which has been discontinued. Thornton’s 2016 year end popu-

lation report is based on the more refined 5-year ACS data.  

Demographic data expressed in Section II of this report will continue to be sourced from Metropolitan 

Statistical Area (MSA) data, produced by the Federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Under 

the direction of the President, the OMB revised the Denver metropolitan statistical area, removing 

Boulder from the Denver MSA. The newly defined Denver MSA includes the cities of Denver, Aurora, 

and Lakewood. 

  

SECTION I - POPULATION REPORT 

2006 117,213 2,935 2.57%

2007 117,873 660 0.56%

2008 119,688 1,815 1.54%

2009 120,843 1,155 0.97%

2010 121,623 780 0.65%

2011* 120,147 775 0.64%

2012 121,211 1,064 0.89%

2013 122,643 1,432 1.18%

2014 123,648 1,005 0.82%

2015** 131,761 8,113 6.56%

2016 134,149 2,388 1.81%

2,011 1.65%10 Year Average

End of 

Year

Total 

Population

Population 

Change

Growth 

Rate
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TABLE 3: NATIONAL CITIES BY POPULATION, 2016 

3. Thornton Continues to Rise in National Population Ranking 

Census’s National Population Rankings of Cities currently ranks Thornton as the 191st largest city in the 

nation. This is up 6 places from last year’s national ranking at 197th. Thornton has moved up signifi-

cantly in national ranking from 10 years ago at 273rd.  

*US Census Bureau, 2016. These estimates vary compared to city derived estimates due to different estimating methodologies. 

TABLE 2: COLORADO CITIES BY POPULATION, 2016 

Thornton remains the 6th largest city in Colorado as of August 2017, according to the most recent data 

estimate performed by the United States Census. Thornton was ranked 11th in the state 10 years ago 

when the city had a population of 94,167. The current rank remains unchanged since 2005 based on 

Census estimates.  

2. Thornton Remains 6th Largest City in Colorado 

Rank City Population

1 Denver 693,080      

2 Colorado Springs 465,101      

3 Aurora 361,710      

4 Fort Collins 164,207      

5 Lakewood 154,393      

6 Thornton 136,703*

7 Arvada 117,453      

8 Westminster 113,875      

9 Pueblo 110,291      

10 Centennial 109,932      

Rank City Population

186 Bellevue city, Washington 141,400

187 Fullerton city, California 140,721

188 Orange city, California 140,504

189 Dayton city, Ohio 140,489

190 Miramar city, Florida 138,449

191 Thornton city, Colorado 136,703*

192 West Valley City, Utah 136,574

193 Olathe city, Kansas 135,473

194 Hampton city, Virginia 135,410

195 Warren city, Michigan 135,125

196 Midland city, Texas 134,610
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FIGURE 1: RACE/ETHNICITY IN THORNTON* 

Figure 1 above, displays the race/ethnicity distribution of Thornton residents over the past 5 years. 

Trends show slight changes over this time period as the proportion of White population has decreased 

slightly from last year. A corresponding increase of 2.5% can be seen in the Hispanic/Latino population 

as well as slight changes in the other race/ethnicity categories. 

Compared to the Denver metropolitan area, Thornton has a higher percentage of Hispanic/Latino pop-

ulation by almost 10% and a lower percentage of White and Black population at about 6% and 4% re-

spectively (as of 2016). These overall differences remain fairly consistent with the preceding 5 years. 

The race/ethnic make up of the past 5 years shows a decreasing overall white percentage and an in-

creasing Hispanic/Latino population, both locally and regionally. A notable trend within the region is 

that all non-white ethnicities have increased. 

1. Hispanic/Latino Fastest Growing Population Group in Thornton 

SECTION II - DEMOGRAPHIC REPORT 

*This report uses 5-year American Community Survey (ACS) data performed by the United States Census Bureau. The ACS is completed each 

year at a smaller scale than the 10 year census. Data from the 5-year ACS averages the previous 5 year’s results to minimize outliers due to 

the smaller sample size. The most recent release represents an estimate of the population as of July 1st, 2015.  
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Figure 2 above compares residents by employment sector as a percent of total employment. In many 

cases, residents hold jobs located outside of Thornton. Trend analysis of the employment sectors that 

residents work in currently helps to inform the City of the types of employment it may attract in the 

future. Sectors that have seen a gain or loss within the past five years are represented by a + or  - re-

spectively. Local employment trends largely mirror those of the region as a whole. Industries that con-

tinue to see employment growth are agriculture & resources, manufacturing, educational & health, 

and the arts & entertainment. These areas are likely to continue to grow as building and development 

projects progress in Thornton. 

FIGURE 2: THORNTON RESIDENT EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY 
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5. Education and Health Fastest Growing Job Sectors 

Thornton’s average family size has increased from 2.90 people in 2010 to 2.98 people in 2016 (ACS 

2016). The 0.08 increase is slightly more than the Denver metro area’s average family size increase 

from 2.53 to 2.56 people per family. Thornton’s larger family size may simply reflect the greater pro-

portion of families in Thornton compared to individuals living alone in the Denver area.  

The median age in Thornton is just over 32 years of age, which is younger than the metro area at 35.9 

years of age. This may also reflect Thornton’s place in the region as a city with a higher number of fam-

ilies with young children. Thornton’s median age is increasing, but at a slower pace than the region. 

Median household income in Thornton has mostly increased over the past 5 years and remains higher 

than the Denver metro area at $66,948 per household compared to $65,614 for the Denver metro. 

Thornton’s median income, although it saw a decrease from 2011 to 2013, is on the rebound as of 

2016.  

2. Thornton Families are Growing 

3. Thornton is Younger than Surrounding Region 

4. Resident Median Income is Higher than the Surrounding Region 
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SECTION III - HOUSING REPORT 

1. Thornton Housing Stock Nearly Two-Thirds Single Family Detached Homes 

Presently, almost two-thirds of the existing housing stock is single family detached (SFD) at 

62.5%. Multifamily (MF) units hold 12.7% of the existing housing stock, and outnumber sin-

gle family attached (SFA) units by 3.5%. Lastly, approximately 6.4% of housing stock is in 

manufactured homes (MH). However, these distributions have remained relatively un-

changed since 1999. The average City SFD distribution from 1999-2016 is 61.4%, while SFA 

homes constitute a 12.7% average. Multifamily and Manufactured homes have a 18.3% and 

7.6% average from 1999-2016. 

In addition, single family housing as the vast majority of Thornton’s housing at nearly 76% of 

Thornton’s total housing stock (SFD + SFA). The fourth quarter of 2016 saw an addition of 

183 SFD units, which was the largest quarterly increase in SFD units for 2016. This trend may 

continue as subdivisions anticipate regional growth. Factors influencing future growth trends 

in Thornton can be attributed to regional migratory patterns, the future RTD North Metro 

line, and housing market growth indicators.  

3. Approved Multifamily Homes Remain on Top, but Decreasing 

 

 

 

2. Single Family Housing Outpacing Multifamily and Manufactured Housing 

Note: The estimating process was adjusted in 2011 and 2015 to better align with third party population estimates produced by the US  
Census and the Colorado State Demographer’s office. To achieve this, staff adjusted  tenure rates, vacancy rates, average household sizes, and 
housing unit counts.  

FIGURE 3: FUTURE HOUSING UNITS BY TYPE AND STATUS 
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FIGURE 4: TOTAL FUTURE HOUSING UNITS BY DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

Figure 4 displays that Thornton has seen the total number of proposed housing units drop signifi-

cantly. Planned units that were proposed prior to the housing crisis have started to proceed through 

the development process. This is a reflection of renewed interest in housing construction and an over-

all indicator of a rebound from the Great Recession. On the contrary, the number of approved units 

continues to increase from the previous year, signaling  a potential gain in both total housing units and 

population count.  

Figure 3 tracks SFD, SFA, and MF units by project status over the last five years. From 2012 to 2015,  

proposed MF has accounted for the largest portion of future housing, yet very few units are under con-

struction. If and when these units start being constructed, MF housing could dominate new construc-

tion, thereby reversing the housing trend of the past decade. SFD saw its largest increase in the last five 

years and SFA have remained relatively consistent. Single Family development remains as the preferred 

type of unit built by developers. 

The reality of few completed SFA units and a decreasing number of proposed SFA units is a reflection of 

the market continuing to avoid attached housing products. This trend can be seen across the Denver 

metro area as developers have shied away from new construction due to the threat of expensive law-

suits regarding construction defects, which have been especially prominent in recent years. 
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4. Projects Shifting From Approved to Active 
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1. POPULATION TRENDS 2012-2016 

Population trends of the past five years show the City’s growth rate bottomed out due to the Great 

Recession. The 2011 rate was under 1%, at 0.64%, but the past two year’s (2014 & 2015) average 

growth rate has rebounded to about 1.26%. Historically, Thornton saw population rate increases 

over 3% and 4% annually. Not only did this rate drive the City’s population, it signaled a heightened 

need for city services. Yet, these historically high population changes were surpassed in 2015 (see 

Table 1). For 2016, the growth rate has remained above ratios recorded during the Great Recession 

at 1.81%. Although it is highly unlikely that Thornton will see an annual growth rate of 6.5% in the 

foreseeable future, an improving economy, growing housing market, and transit oriented 

development (TOD) will continue to drive population growth. In addition, the City expects to see an 

increase of higher density residential units in areas around the transit stations when they start 

operation in 2018. 

2. HOUSING TRENDS 2012-2016 

In 2016, Wards 3 & 4 continued to see a more significant addition of units than that of Wards 1 & 2.  

Continuing the trend from 2015, single-family attached units, such as townhomes and condos, were 

minimal additions to the housing inventory. Wider trends at the regional and state levels are 

responsible for this, as developers are still holding off on any new construction until they have more 

assurance against the threat of construction defect litigation. Increasing MF housing development 

could very well be attributed to the construction defect law, as MF development used to see less 

percent growth versus SFA development. If the law does not change, additional SFD and MF 

development can be expected. In order to maintain a well rounded and diverse housing stock in 

Thornton, this issue will have to be addressed in the  future at the state level. 

3. FUTURE HOUSING PROSPECTS  

In the near term (1-3 years), single family detached is likely to see the highest number of new units 

as there are just over 3,616 SFD units considered active in the development process. Thornton is 

unlikely to see new single family attached construction, unless new state laws are passed or 

developers decide the risk of lawsuit is greatly outweighed by pent up consumer demand for 

attached units. Currently, there are just over 1,400 active SFA units . These active SFA units could be 

at risk of being scrapped altogether as developers respond to market changes. In the long term (5-10 

years), Thornton could see a boom in multifamily and, litigation threat aside, single family attached 

construction. The coming of the North Metro Rail Line should boost housing development even 

more, as thousands of units are anticipated in close proximity to the rail line. A vast majority of the 

units in the approved categories are expected to be built within Wards 3 & 4. Similarly, units in the 

proposed category also lie within Wards 3 & 4. Ultimately, this new unit growth in the northern 

portion of Thornton will lead to the reapportionment of Ward boundaries. Moving forward, City 

Development will consider altering the future residential development estimates process, including 

the introduction of new categories to describe the phases of a project.  

SECTION IV - ANALYSIS & CONCLUSION 


